For Immediate Release

DART Aerospace Expands Initiatives to Support U.S. Military Fleet
- Will Exhibit with The Kearns Group at the Army Aviation Mission Solutions
Summit in Atlanta

Hawkesbury, Ontario Canada (April 21, 2016) – DART Aerospace continues to expand its presence
as a designer, manufacturer and supplier of rotorcraft aftermarket solutions, accessories, spare parts
and tools to support the world’s largest helicopter fleet operated by the U.S. military.
At the upcoming Army Aviation Mission Solutions Summit (formerly Quad-A) being held at the
Georgia World Congress Center in Atlanta, Georgia, April 28-30, 2016, DART Aerospace will exhibit
its innovative helicopter products, tailored for the military market, along with partner The Kearns
Group (Booth 520), which recently became DART’s exclusive representative for the United States
Department of Defense and U.S. Coast Guard.
“As an industry leader of rotorcraft solutions, DART addressed the high replacement rate of
helicopter skids and windshields used by U.S. Army training helicopters providing a cost effective
solution,” says Jose Miguel Fernandez-Busto, DART’s Regional Sales Manager. “For example, our
rugged Round-I-BeamTM skidtubes with heavy duty wearplates and our time saver screw-in
windshield systems have equipped the TH-67C training fleet flying at the U.S. Army Aviation Center of
Excellence (USAACE), Fort Rucker, Alabama – the largest and busiest helicopter pilot training school
in the World. DART looks forward to supporting the next generation of Army aviators as the USAACE
transitions to the UH-72 fleet.”
DART’s Round-I-BeamTM skidtubes are 10x stronger than conventional skidtubes and come equipped
with thru-bolt heavy duty full-length stainless steel wearplates. The skid protection features tungsten
carbide welds that prevent abusive wear, punctures, dents, bending problems as well as wearplate
rotating issues – ideal for training helicopters performing run-on landings flights or hard landings and
utility aircraft executing high landing cycles in unknown terrain.
This innovative landing gear option offers the maximum protection available on the market today for a
wide range of civil and military helicopters manufactured by Airbus, Bell and Finmeccanica
(AgustaWestland).
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ABOUT DART AEROSPACE
DART Aerospace is “Mission Ready”. A privately held aerospace company, we provide industry-leading design,
manufacturing and market-certified solutions for the helicopter and aerospace industry. With an impressive line-up
of over 700 STC’s and 5,000 products, DART offers a comprehensive portfolio of: aftermarket products,
accessories, spare parts and tools for civil and military operators, all major rotorcraft OEMs, completion centers
and MR&O facilities. DART’s key products include: flotation systems, landing gears, interior and exterior
accessories, cargo expansion, external loads, cable cutters and vortex engine protection systems. All this, in
addition to extensive engineering capabilities and manufacturing centers delivering fast time-to-market solutions
with superior customer support in over 120 countries worldwide.
ABOUT THE KEARNS GROUP
The Kearns Group offers a range of value-enhanced aviation business development, management, technical
&marketing / strategy services designed to provide optimal intelligence in making informed decisions for
aerospace businesses in the commercial or defense sectors, & to elevate operations & business development
activities to a higher level of profitability & efficiency.

